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New Snap-on Cutoff Tools a “Must Have”  
for All Types of Cutting Applications 

 

KENOSHA, Wis. – February 4, 2013 – Service technicians who have a heavy work load of cutting 
jobs need to look no further than the new Snap-on® one horsepower cutoff tools. The three-inch 
(PT430) and four-inch angle (PT490) cutoff tools are versatile and durable ‘must have’ tools to 
improve performance and productivity for all kinds of cutting applications. 
 
“Our new cutoff tools are designed to help service technicians perform more jobs during the course of 
a day,” said Jim Martin, category manager for Snap-on. “The PT430 and PT490 provide increased 
speed, are easy to use and have an extremely comfortable grip for less user fatigue. Techs will see 
increased efficiency and performance with these tools as they are ideal for cutting exhaust pipes and 
hangers, body panels, hoses and flat iron.”  

 
The new Snap-on PT430 and the PT490 have many similar features, including:  
 

• Powerful thermally balanced air motor cools internal parts and tool surface 
• Double bearings for smooth operation 
• Built-in speed regulator for easy adjustment 
• Rear-diffused exhaust directs exhaust away from work area 
• Paddle-style trigger/safety lever for easy operation 
• Precision machined steel end plates 
• Adjustable wheel guard so tool can be used at any angle 

 
For heavy duty jobs, the PT490 four-inch angle cutoff tool is the choice, featuring an instinct side 
handle for increased leverage and a steel angle head with heavy duty spiral bevels gears for tool 
longevity. 
 
Customers can learn more about the new Snap-on cutoff tools (PT430 and PT490) by contacting their 
participating Snap-on franchisee or representative, visiting www.snapon.com/powertools or by calling 
toll free 877-SNAPON-4 (877-762-7664).  
 
About Snap-on Tools 
Snap-on Tools is a subsidiary of Snap-on Incorporated, a leading global innovator, manufacturer and 
marketer of tools, diagnostics and equipment solutions for professional users. Product lines include 
hand and power tools, tool storage, diagnostics software, information and management systems, 
shop equipment and other solutions which are used by technicians and professionals at vehicle 
dealerships and repair centers and in the marine, power sports and aviation industries.  Snap-on 
Tools is one of the largest non-food franchise companies in the world, selling its products and 
services through franchisee, company-direct, distributor and Internet channels.  Snap-on 
Incorporated, which was founded in 1920, is a $2.9 billion, S&P 500 company located in Kenosha, 
Wis. with operations throughout the world.  For additional information, visit www.snapon.com.    
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